
fibo intercon
Concrete Testing Laboratory

Your partner in concrete solutions



On-site concrete testing 

From time to time our customers need some indoor space on the site where the climate can’t influence on the test result, techni-
cal equipment etc. 

The fibo intercon concrete testing laboratory Container is designed for use on remote sites, enabling the routine tesing of soil and 
concrete to be carried out efficiently. 

The Concrete Laboratory Container comes with induvidial equipment acc. to every customers special requirement.

The Laboratory Container is suitable for mobile to stationary purposes. 

The concrete testing lab container is available in 
various dimensions depending on use and space 
required for the particular project.

The standard concrete testing laboratory is 
equipped with: tables, sink, cupboards, drawers, 
shelves, electrical installations, including power 
sockets, light and air conditioning/heater to 
maintain the correct testing temperature in the 
container.
 

Technical specifications

The standard laboratory is constructed on a solid steel frame container with corner casts and fork lift pockets for easy transport and 
moving from location to location.. 

For enabling the routine tesing of soil and concrete to be carried out efficiently, the concrete laboratory container is an ideal solu-
tion. With professional testing devices it is possible to test mixture, meet demands for high quality concrete mix designs and avoid 
fatal failures. 

Concrete testing ensures the concrete you are producing on-site is in-accordance with the design specifications for the project.

Testing the concrete and keeping records of the tests gives you a fully traceable and compliant quality assurance process and 
system.

Our in-house engineers can support you with your concrete mix design, including concrete testing traning, concrete quality assur-
ance processes and systems, plus concrete quality assurance training.

Technical Options 
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Recommended equipment

Laboratory oven
Forced convention laboratory oven with 
digital thermoregulator designed for drying 
asphalt, soil, rock, concrete, aggregate or 
similar materials. 

Air entrainment meter
The air content is a very important param-
eter for the behavior of concrete to weath-
ering and to verify the air content variation 
due to the use of chemical additives to 
increase the worability of concrete. 

Electromagnetic sieve shaker
The vertical sieving motion is povided by a 
very effective electromagnetic unit, which is 
set to obtain the best result with sand and 
aggregates. The shaker can be complted 
with noise reduction cabinet and the wet 
sieving attachment. 

Automatic compression tester
This automatic compression tester for 
cubes, cylinders and blocks, combine  high 
produtivity with Energy Saving. 
Representing the more sophisticated and 
advanced evolution of compression testers.

Vibrating table
Robustly manufactured to operate with 
minimum noise level. 

3000 vibrations per minute (3600 at 60 Hz).

Testing sieves
We can deliver a complete range of full 
depth testing sieves 200, 250, 300 and 450 
mm dia. 

Curring tank
Supplied complete with drain cock, digital 
heating system and robust metal internal 
base to hold concrete specimens witout 
distortions.

Cube moulds
Ideal and very practical for field use and  
production control.

Available in diffrent sizes 

Slump cone test set
Portable slump cone test including steel 
cone, metal base plate,  graduated tramping 
rod and scoop.
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The testing of fresh, hardened and in-situ concrete is vital to ensure that concrete structures comply with specifications 
and relevant standards. 

To perform the different tests on building materials as aggregates, cement, concrete, soil, rock and asphalt, an extensive 
range of laboratory equipment is required.

We have put together the essential equipment to carry out standard concrete testing.
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High quality concrete solutions

Many years’ experience in the industry has made fibo intercon a leading supplier to the global concrete industry. We manu-
facture and deliver both mobile, semi-mobile and stationary concrete batching plants as well as production equipment and 
complete concrete systems. 

In our production, we only use state-of-the-art technologies and methods to ensure our customers the best quality, efficiency 
and reliability.

Over the years, we have been developing and delivering high-quality solutions to customers all over the world. The products 
delivered have ranged from standard batching plants to unique customised solutions, and our batching plants have been used 
for both small and large-scale building projects

Fibo intercon strives to provide quick and competent service. We have, therefore, developed our own representative network 
in several countries, and our service technicians are ready to go to your place and help you with the installation and servicing 
of your batching plants and with the training of your employees.

B1800

The B1800 mobile concrete batching plant is one of 
our best sellers. 

A very popular plant with construction contractors 
as well as small recycling contractors using between 
18,000 and 30,000 m3 of concrete per year.

The B1800 is a compact, mobile batching plant with a 
capacity of 20-30 M³/h.

F2200

The F2200 is an ideal batching plant for making con-
crete using recycled materials. The four bins allow you 
to mix a blend of natural sand and stone with crushed 
concrete, ceramics and glass.

With an output between 25 to 62m3 per hour, the 
payback period is between six to twelve months.
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